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Your new Dell Latitude E5420 laptop is a scholarship and is therefore subject to all rules and regulations governing scholarships including tax implications.

The student is obligated to return the awarded laptop to Indiana State University if they have withdrawn prior to January 16, 2012.

The student must read and abide by the Indiana State University Laptop Award Return policy at the website: www.indstate.edu/scholarships/laptop-policy.htm

If a student fails to return the awarded laptop, and meet all return policy criteria by the designated date of February 1, 2012, the assessed laptop charge of $795.00 plus $55.65 tax for a total of $850.65 will be added to the student’s account.

The student is responsible for any tax liability for the awarded laptop. Questions regarding your tax responsibilities should be directed to your tax advisor. The cost of the laptop for tax purposes is $795.00